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Abstract.  The  planned  encounter  of  the  Giotto  spacecraft 
with  comet  Grigg-Skjellerup  on 10th  July  1992  promises 
to extend  our  knowledge  of the solar  wind interaction  with 
comets  substantially.  While there have  been  spacecraft 
missions  to comets  before  now,  this  mission  is  exploratory 
in the  sense  that the target comet  is much  older  and there- 
fore  it has  a much  lower  gas  production  rate than comets 
Halley  (by  a  factor  •200)  or  Giacobini-Zinner  (factor  ~10). 
Here  we  present  theoretical  predictions  for the location  of 
the  bow  shock  and  contact  surface  features,  and  compare 
similar  predictions  with  the  observed  features  at the  previ- 
ous  encounters.  We discuss  the applicability  of  fluid-type 
theory  which  these  models  employ,  in the case  of strong 
and  weak comets in the solar wind. 
Introduction 
Escaping  cometary  gas  when  photoionized  by sunlight 
(scale  length  -• 10  e  km)  interacts  with  the  solar  wind  elec- 
tromagnetic  field. The initial velocity  distribution  of the 
newly  injected,  and  relatively  heavy  (m•inly  water  group) 
cometary  ions  is unstable  and causes  plasma turbulence 
as  it evolves  via  a ring-beam to  a shell and thence to- 
wards  a Maxwellfan  form.  The  cometary  ions are thus 
accomodated  into the solar  wind flow. This "ion  pickup" 
process  mass  loads  the flow  causing  it to slow,  and  the em- 
bedded  magnetic  field drapes  around  the comet  [Alfv6n, 
1957].  If the  mass  loading  occurs  quickly  enough  a colli- 
sionless  shock  may  form  when  the mean  molecular  weight 
reaches  a critical  value. The cometary  "obstacle"causing 
the  shock  is thus extremely diffuse. 
The  existence  of the cometary  bow shock  has  been  ques- 
tioned  in theory  [e.g.,  Wallis,  1973],  and  in some  hybrid 
simulations  [Omidi  and  Winske,  1987]. Other  such  sim- 
ulations  [Galeev  and Lipatov,  1984]  do predict  a shock, 
as  do  novel  fluid approaches  [Zam•k  and Oughton,  1991; 
Khabibrakhmanov  et al., 1991]. Analyses  of observations 
at  comet  Giacobini-Zinner  [e.g.,  Smith  et al., 1986a;  Thom- 
sen  et  al.,  1986]  were  complicated  by the  fact  that the  shock 
width  of a few cometary  ion gyroradii  (~104  kin) was  of 
the  same  order as the entire interaction,  but subsequent 
analysis  [Smith  et al., 1986b]  indicated  the existence  of a 
shock.  The Halley  observations  were  interpreted  as  shock- 
like  [e.g.,  Johnstone  et al., 1986;  Neubauer  et al., 1986; 
Muka;l_'  et al., 1986;  Galeev  et al., 198($;  Coates  et al., 1990] 
as  the  overall  interaction  size  was  much  larger,  although 
the  shock  width  rema/ned  similar.  At Grigg-Skjellerup,  we 
may  expect  any shock  to constitute  much of the interac- 
tion  region.  The case  of comets  with low  gas  production 
was  discussed  by Flaremet  et al.  [1991].  The plasma  en- 
vironment  of G-S has  been  discussed  in general  terms  by 
Neubauer  et al. [unpublished  manuscript,  1991].  The  put- 
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pose  of the present  paper  is to review  knowledge  of the 
cometary  bow shock,  and hence  to predict its location at 
Grigg-Skjellerup. 
Theory 
The  magnetohydrodynamic  (MHD) equations  describing 
the 1-D massloaded  solar  wind  plasma  flow  in the vicinity 
of a comet  may be solved  upstream  of a critical  point at 
which  the  total contaminated  mass  flux reaches  4:/3  times 
the  undisturbed  solar  wind  value  [Biermann  et al., 1967]. 
It  was shown that  the  mass flux  ratio  at  which  a  shock 
actually  forms  varies  with the cometary  gas  production 
rate  in a 2-D simulation  by Schmidt  and  Wegmann  [1982], 
and  in all cases  their  ratio  is < 4/3. 
An  MHD  solution  for  the  sub-solar  standoff  distance  of 
the shock  is given  by [Galeev  et al., 1985] 
=  Q  - 
where  Q is the  gas  production  rate, and  L =  •/v  is the 
ionisation  scale-length  for cometary  neutrals  escaping  with 
velocity V• and an ionisation  rate v.  The masses  of the 
cometary  and  solar  wind  ions  are rai and rn,,, respectively; 
u,w  is  the  solar  wind  speed,  n,w  the solar  wind  density,  and 
()•)• i• •h• c•i•ica  ma• •,x •io  (•,,•  + •,•,)/(•,•,•) 
where  mass  density  p =  rnn.  The cometary  heavy ion 
mass flux is PiUi and a  constant solar wind mass flux 
p,•,us,,  = poouoo  is assumed.  Note that this particular solu- 
tion  assumes that  the  shock standoff  distance  is much  less 
than the ionisation  scale-length  L  [Coates  et al., 1990]. 
Tiffs  is not true  at comet  Halley  (where  L ~/?•ock), and 
equation  (1) is inappropriate  in this particular  case. 
The cometary  ion flux in the vicinity of the comet  may 
be calculated  at amy  position  (zo,  y0), from the following 
integration  upstream  along a flow line from the point of 
observation  [Huddleston  et al., 1990]: 
"'"'  =  0  (2) 
Here  the distance,  r, from  the comet,  •d  •he inte•ation 
path,  dS  have  been  scded  accor•ng  to r = (z  2  + y:)•/2L 
•d  dS  =  L dx.  The  z-•s  is &recked  iow•ds  t•e  S• 
dong the flow  line. Equation  (2) h•  b•n  used  by Hud- 
dleston  et d.  [1990]  to obiMn •  innermost  li•t  to the 
shock  pro•e  at comet  H•ey,  for a cd•icM m•s  flux ratio 
1 
of 4/3, i.e.,  when  miniui =  •m,•n,•u,•.  For the Q- 
dependent  cfiticM  ratios  of Sc•dt  •d  We••n  [1982], 
equgtion  (2) may  be  used  to •ve •  estimated  shock  st•d- 
off  at positions  (zo,  yo)  for which 
0  +  + 
so  that R'  estimates  may  be obt•ned for •0  0. g38  Huddleston  et al.: Comefury  Boundary  Predictions 
The standoff  distance  of  the  contact  surface  bounding  the 
magnetic  cavity  (B = 0) has  been  estimated  from  MHD 
model  approximations.  Based  on a balance  between  an 
outward  ion-neutral  drag  force  and  an  inward  j x B force, 
Cravens  [1986]  obtained: 
1.07  x  10  -•7  QS/4  (4) 
where  Bs (in  units  of  Gauss)  is  the  field  strength  at the 
magnetic  barrier  just  outside  the  contact  surface.  An  esti- 
2 , the  mate  of  Bs  may  be  obtained  from  B•/2po  = m  %0  uoo 
stagnation  pressure  of  the  solar  wind  (ignoring  curvature 
force),  since  at  this  point  all  the  solar  wind  kinetic  pressure 
has  been transferred  to magnetic  pressure. 
More  sophisticated  formulations  for  P•s have  been  de- 
vised  [e.g.,  Flaremet,  1991;  Mendis  et al.,  1986,  Ip and 
Hxford,  1990],  however  we  would  need  to assme  values 
for  many  parameters  involved  (on  limited  information  for 
G-Z  and  G-S)  and  our  calculations  would  not  reflect  the  ac- 
curacy  of  the  models.  Thus  we  will  obtain  approximations 
from  the  simple  and  convenient  form  in equation  (4). 
Comefury  Characteristics  and  Shocks 
We  now  compare  the gas  emission  characteristics  for 
comets  Halley,  Giacobini-Zinner  and  Grigg-Skjellerup,  and 
obtain  predictions  for  the  position  oœ  the  bow  'shock'  and 
the contact  surface.  For Halley a•d Giacobini-Zirmer  we 
may  compare  the  predictions  with  the  observed  features  at 
the time of the Giotto a•d ICE spacecraft  encounters. 
In Table 1 we list the relevant cometary parameters  ap- 
propriate  for  the  time  of  the  encounters.  For  Halley  shock 
calculations  we use  values  of V• =  1 km s  -•  and Q = 
1 x 103øs  -1 from  the mass  loading  model  results  of Hud- 
dleston  et al. [1990].  This  Q applies  to the  ions  that  mass 
load  the  region  just  upstreaxn  of  the  shock.  For  Giacobini- 
Zirmer  we  use  Q = 3  x 102Ss  -1 [Brandt  et  al.,  1985;  Ogilvie, 
1985]  and  for  Grigg-Skjellerup  Q  = 3.6  x  1027s  -• [Neubauer 
et al., unpublished  manuscript,  1991].  The  photoionisa- 
tion  rates  vp•,  are  calculated  for  the  appropriate  comet  he- 
liocentric  distance  RH, according  to a 1/R•/ dependence, 
from the value  of 3.34 x 10-•s  -1 at 1AU given  by Hueb- 
her  and  Giguere  [1980].  Total  ionisation  rates  axe  ob- 
tained  from  v = vph  + cr  (n,,,,u,,,,)  using  a cross-section 
cr =  2.1 x  10  -2s  km  2 for charge  exchange  between  the 
cometary  neutrals  and  solar  wind  ions  (see  references  in 
Huddleston  et  al. [1990]).  The  cometary  ions  are  assumed 
to  be  of  the  water  group  with  an  effective  mi  ----  20  ainu.  We 
take  rn,• = 1.15  ainu  for solar  wind  protons  plus  a nom- 
inal  alpha  particle  content.  At Halley  the  time-averaged 
solar  wind  flux  was  n,t,  uo, =  2.266  x 10•Skm-2s  -1.  For 
G-Z the  ttux  was  n,,,,u,,,,  ..• 2.5 x 10•Skm-2s  -• just  before 
the inbound  shock  crossing  [Bame  et al., 1986]. la the 
calculations  for G-S we use the range of values  that has 
been  observed  in the  solar  wind  [e.g.,  Schwenn,  1982],  and 
thus  we  also  obtain  ranges  for the possible  v and  the  shock 
prediction  for the encounter. 
We assume  the gas  outttow  velocity  is 1 km s  -1 at all 
comets. Since all the encounters  occur when the comets 
are ~1  AU from the Sun, and assuming  comparable  hv- 
els  of solar  activity,  the ionisation  rates  are all similar  and 
hence  also  the  length  scale  L •  10  • kin;  the  cometary  ions 
will  reach similar distances  from the nucleus  at all three 
comets.  The gas  production  rate Q then  determines  the 
'size'  of the 'object'  a• seen  by the solar  wind,  in terms  of 
the  massloading  it produces.  The  values  of ()fi)• are  ob- 
tained  from  the numerical  results  of Schmidt  and  Wegman 
[1982]  and  vary  a little with  Q. 
The observed  shocks  from the encounters  at Halley  and 
Giacobini-Zinner are listed in Table  2.  In  both cases  the 
spacecraft  approached  •pproximately  across  the  flank;  the 
Giotto  trajectory  at Halley  was  in fact at an  angie  of  107.20 
to the Sun-comet  line. The inbound  shock  crossing  at Hal- 
ley  was  observed  between  1.16  and  1.12  x10ekm  from  the 
nucleus  [Johnstone  eta!.,  1986;  Neub•uer  et al., 1986]. 
At Giacobini-Zinner  the spacecraft  passed  through  the  tail 
•  7.8 x 10  s  km behind  the nucleus  [Brandt  et al., 1985] 
and the shock  feature was observed  at a distance  of around 
10  *km [Hynds  et al.,  1985].  At Grigg-Skjellerup  the  antic- 
ipated  trajectory  of  the Giotto  spacecraft  is approximately 
North-South  across  the  flank  [Morley,  1991]. 
Theoretical estimates for the sub-solar standoff distance 
(/h,u) of the  bow  w•ve  at comets  Giacobini-Zinner 
Grigg-Skjellerup  are  obtained  from  equation  (1).  For  Hal- 
ley,  this  equation  is inapplicable;  an estimated  innermost 
shock  profile  according  to equation  (2) has  been  obtained 
by  [X90]  for (pa) = 4/3  the  result 
at the  Giotto  crossing  (i.e.,  on  the  flank)  is  quoted  in  Ta- 
ble  2. The  standoff  at the  subsolar  point  (R •,•b)  for  Halley 
is  estimated  from  equation  (3) for ()•),  = 1.17. 
The bow wave  on the flank perpendicular  to the Sun- 
comet  line,  R  j_,  was  located  at 1.5 times  the sub-solar 
standoff  distance  for •  modelled  massloading-produced 
shock  shape  [Huddleston  et al.,  1990].  Thus  we  calculate 
Rz = 1.5  Rs•b  and  include  the  results  in T•ble  2. Our  pre• 
diction  therefore  puts  the  Grigg-Skjellerup  shock,  should 
it occur,  at •  1  x 104  km  from  the  comet  nucleus  along  the 
Giotto  path.  However,  it is  by  no  means  our  assumption 
that  a  shock  will  necessarily  form.  At G-S,  the  extent  of  the 
entire  region  contained  within  our  predicted  shock  is  of  the 
order  of  2 to  3 heavy  cometary  ion  gyroradii.  Single  parti- 
cle  motions  are  therefore  likely  to be  extremely  important, 
and  • fluid  description  of  the  features  may  no•  be  appropfi- 
TABLE 1. Comefury  paxmeters  at Encounters 
HALLEY  GIACOBINI-  GRIGG- 
ZINNER  SKJELLERUP _ 
V,  (km/s) 
Q 
no•u,• (km  -• s  -•) 
Heliocentric  distance  (AU) 
cr (kin  2) 
. 
...... 
For  references  see  text. 
1.0  1.0 
0.69  to 1 x 10  aø  3 x 102s 
2.266  x 10  •s  2.5 x 10  is 
63  77 
0.89  1.03 
4.22  x 10  -*  3.15  x 10  -* 
2.1 x 10  -25  2.1 x 10  -•* 
8.96  x 10  -•  8.40  x 10  -7 
1.17  !.21 
1.0 
3.6 x 1027 
2 to 4 x 10  •8 
60  to  80 
1.01 
3.27  x 10  -• 
2.1 x 10  -2' 
7.47  to 11.67  x 10  -7 
1.22  _ Huddleston  et  al.:  Cometary  Boundary  Predictions 
TABLE  2. Observed  and  Predicted  Shock  Positions 
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,, 
Observed  shock  inbound  (kin) 
Predicted  'innermost'  crossing 
inbound  (kin) 
Predicted  R'  (kin)  •ub 
Predicted  P•,b  •km)  from  equation  (1 
Predicted  R•  (kin) 
For explanations,  see  text. 
HALLEY  GIACOBINI-  GR/GG- 
ZINNER  SKJELLERUP 
1.12  to 1.16  XlO  6  "'"  1 x lO 
0.9,5  x 106 
0.769 x 106 
0.66  x 105  0.66 to 0.85 x 104 
1.1,5  x 106  0.99  x 10  s  0.99  to 1.3  x 104 
,  ,, 
ate.  Indeed,  the cometaxy  ion  flux through  the interaction 
region  according  to  equation  (2)  is  not  great  enough  to  pro- 
duce  a shock  estimate,  although  this does  not preclude  the 
possibility  of  a shock  occuring.  At G-Z,  equation  (2) gives 
a mass  flux ratio of ~  1.10  at R,,b = 0.66  x 105  krn,  but 
for  G-S  at P•ub: 0.66  to 0.85  x 104  km  the  ratio  according 
to  equation  (2) is 1.01  to 1.02. 
Also  we question  whether  or not a  shock  at  Grigg- 
Skjellerup  would  be observable.  A high level of turbu- 
lence  would make  the  identification  difficult.  It  was first 
suggested  by Anderson  et al.  [1986]  that the increased 
level  of turbulence observed at the Giacobini-Zinner  shock 
(compared  to the Halley  case)  may  be due  to a laxger  lo- 
cal  cometary  ion production  rate at this position. The 
rate  N½(r)v  for any  position  at a•y comet  is proportional 
tn the  cometary  neutral  density  Nc alone,  assumSng  sim- 
ilaz  ionisation  rates at the comets,  and thus the level of 
turbulence  at distance  r  may be expected  to vary with 
loca 
position  of  the  G-Z shock  is ~ 11 times  that at the  Halley 
shock,  •nd for G-S the ratio to Halley  is 136. 
The  relative  fly-by  speed  of Giotto  will be ~14 km/s at 
Grigg-Skjellerup  [Morley,  1991]. This means  that for our 
predicted  R.• standoff,  the spacecrMt  will spend  only  ,.,24 
minutes  in the  interaction  region  between  the  inbound  and 
outbound  shocks.  The implanted  ion sensor  will provide 
plasma  ion  data  with  a resolution  of  one  distribution  every 
128  seconds  [Johnstone  et  al.,  1987]  giving  only  11  complete 
distributions  in the possible  inter-shock  region.  We will 
need  to  look  for  any  shock  boundaxles  in the  magnetometer 
data,  which  has  a higher  time  resolution  of 28.24  vectors 
per  second  [Neubauer  et al., 1987]. 
Contact  Surface 
Finally,  we include estimates  of the contact surface 
standoff  Res, assuming  an approximately  spherical  cav- 
ity.  Note  that  single  particle  effects  will also  be  a concern 
at  the  G-S  contact  surface,  as  well  as  at the shock. 
At Halley,  the contact  surface  was  found  to have  a radius 
of  4.3  to4.6x103  km  [Neubauer,  1986].  For  Q = lx10søs  -1, 
equation  (4) gives  Res =  5.4 x 10Skin,  but Q of Hal- 
ley  varied  significantly  around  the  time  of  the  encounter 
[e.g.,  Weaver  et al.,  1986].  The  value  of  1 x 10søs  -1 was 
appropriate  for ions  causing  the mass-loading  in the re- 
gion  upstream  from  the shock  [Huddleston  et al., 1990] 
and  these  ions  had left the nucleus  up to 10 d•ys previ- 
ously.  In situ  Giotto  measurements  within  the coma  g•ve 
Q ~ 0.69  x 10Søs-•  [Krankowsky  e• al., 1986]  which  gives 
an estimated  Rcs~  4.1 x  l0 s  kin.  For G-Z we h•ve no 
observations  of the magnetic  cavity; the contac•  surface 
clearly  lies  within the ICE closest  approach  distance  of 
~ 7.8  x 10  skm and  should  be considerably  closer  in than 
at Halley.  The  estimate  from  equation  (4) using  the pa- 
rameters  in Table 1 gives//cs  "'  317 kin.  For G-S the 
prediction  is P•s  ~  62 to 83 kin.  These values axe dis- 
played  in Table  3. 
Conclusions 
We  have  predicted  the  location  of the  possible  bow  shock 
at comet  Grigg-Skjellerup  using  MHD formulations.  Equa- 
tion  (1) was  shown  to give  good  agreement  with observa- 
tions at  comet Giacobini-Zinner  •nd  it  is also within  its 
range  of applicability  at comet  Grigg-Skjellerup.  In the 
case  of comet  Halley  equation  (3) is required  to predict  a 
similar  critical  point  in the  flow,  which  agrees  well  with  ob- 
servations.  It is  interesting  to note  that  equation  (2) does 
not  provide  su•cient  cometary  ion  flux to produce  a shock 
estimate  at either  G-Z or G-S, despite  the fact that obser- 
vations  at G-Z [Staines  et al., 1991]  gave  heavy  ion  number 
densities  of •, 1% of the solax  wind density  at the shock 
giving a mass  density  ratio of ~  1.2.  Our estimate of the 
location  of the two principal  cometaxy  boundaries  at G-S 
axe  witkin  range  of  the  values  quoted  (without  derivation) 
by  Neubauer  et al. [unpublished  nmnuscript,  1991]. 
The  use of an MHD  framework  for  we•k  comets  such as 
Grigg-Skjellerup,  and  possibly  also  Giacobini-Zinner,  may 
be questionable  due •o the scale size of the inter-shock 
distance  (less  than  3  heavy  ion  gyroradii  for  G-S).  However, 
a more  accurate  bow  shock  prediction  would  require  a fully 
consistent 3-dimensional kinetic  simulation  of the  comet - 
solar  wind  interaction  which  is not available  at present. 
We would  expect  an even  more turbulent plasma  at the 
G-S shock  than seen  on the previous  cometaxy  missions. 
We note that  the in•er-shock time  will  be of the  order of 
the round  trip light time to the spacecraft  so  experiment 
modes  will  need  [o  be set well  in  •dvance. 
It is most  unlikely  that Giotto  will sample  the magnetic 
cavity. Its small size  compared  with the size of the error 
TABLE  3.  Contact Surface Predictions 
HALLEY  GIACOBINI-  GRIGG- 
ZINNER  SKJELLERUP 
Observed  Res (km) 
Predicted  Res (km) 
4.3 to 4.6 x 10  s 
4.! to 5.4 x 10  s  317  62  to  83 840  Huddleston  et M.: Cometary  Boundary  Predictions 
ellipse  of the spacecraft  targeting  means  that Giotto has 
a.  very small chance  of crossing  the contact  surface  even 
if targeted  straight  at the nucleus,  as currently  planned. 
Nevertheless,  we await the forthcoming  Giotto encounter 
to explore  an  uncharted  parmeter  range  in the  solar  wind 
interaction  with  comets. 
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